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The Act and the Code need to be improved

➢Planning decisions have huge impacts on the community who are the majority participants, not 
developers who gain millions

➢Ensure broader and more frequent Notifications 

➢Third Party appeal rights for both SCAP and CAP processes need immediate action if the new 
Planning and Development Code is to maintain credibility.

➢Restore 3rd Party Appeal Rights for over height development  & demolition of Local Heritage

➢Removal of Catalyst Sites, which are an anathema to Planning

➢Change the composition of CAPs to include more community and local input

➢Consider fully the over height and overshadowing decisions & their impacts on neighbours

➢Review development on corridors to 2 storey podiums with 8metre plus set backs on main 
streets. Eg 120 The Parade and development on Unley Road opposite the Cremorne have minimal 
set backs and are appalling examples of bad development decisions.
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Prong 1: Elevate Character Areas to Historic Areas

➢This initiative is welcomed as Character Areas per say do not protect or maintain the 
character presently as they provide no demolition protection to the very historic buildings 
which constitute that character. 

➢ All ‘Character Areas’ should be changed to Historic Area Overlays (formerly Historic 
Conservation Zones HCZ’s) as Character Zones without demolition controls are pointless. 

➢ A new building can never replace the Character contribution of an Historic property.

➢ Only an authentic reproduction houses can come close to maintaining the ‘Historic 
Character’ yet it is widely considered that replicating historic styles in place of the genuine 
article is not a desirable planning outcome particularly as reproductions are rarely done well.
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Prong 1: Elevate Character Areas to Historic Areas

The term ‘Character’ should be amended to 
‘Historic Character’ as that is what everybody, 
including the real estate industry, developers and 
public alike take it to be.

It cannot be taken that one can maintain Historic 
Character without retaining the very buildings 
which constitute that character.

Therefore, the elevation of existing Character 
Areas to Historic Overlay Areas is a logical and 
sensible move that will provide the necessary 
demolition control over the historic buildings 
that constitute the historic Character that is the 
intent of such zoning.
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Character Areas and Historic Areas are synonymous.

•Whilst the current premise of ‘Character Areas’ based on the assumption that Character 
can be maintained, whilst demolishing and replacing existing historic housing stock is 
fundamentally flawed, this move is a positive one.

• A replacement building cannot match the character or historic value of the area, unless 
the building it replaces, is not one of the historic buildings, regardless of its compromised 
(Italianated or Grecified) state or poor condition. 

•Therefore, these provisions can and should specifically apply to buildings that are later 
infill development within an Historic Character Area.
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Prong 1: Elevate Character Areas to Historic Areas

POOR REPRODUCTION, UPPER LEVEL NOT 
CONCEALED AT ALL IN COLLEGE PARK

POOR REPRODUCTION IN COLLEGE PARK
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Prong 1: Elevate Character Areas to Historic Areas

LOW PITCHED PROJECT HOME ROOF, CEILING/EAVE HEIGHT TOO 
LOW

LOW PITCHED PROJECT HOME ROOF, CEILING/EAVE HEIGHT 
TOO LOW + DOUBLE GARAGE TO STREET FRONTAGE 
INAPPROPRIATE IN HISTORIC ZONES + UPPER LEVEL 
INADEQUATELY SET BACK
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Prong 2: Character Area statements updates

➢Character Area statements that do not compel the retention of the historic character buildings are 
pointless. We cannot think of what Character areas you would not elevate to Historic areas.

➢Stating that an area comprises various forms of historic housing stock whilst not requiring retention of 
same is meaningless.

➢ There are various gaps and deficiencies in current Historic Area Statements, which are far too vague, 
and do not adequately enable refusal of inappropriate development to be upheld in the ERD Court.

➢It is almost as though the current statements are designed to fail. They sound like they achieve what 
the community seeks, yet in practice, deliver what the home building industry wants.

➢ The building industry uses the term ‘ceiling height’, so too should the planning system.

➢Rather than reference to similar wall heights, the Code should reference ‘ceiling heights’ and perhaps 
‘eaves heights’.

➢New infill development is clearly conspicuous in having significantly lower ceiling and eaves height, low 
project home roof pitch eaves and invariably featuring double garaging to the street frontage.
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Suggested Policies that would be appropriate and 
effective in Historic Area Overlays

ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT 

•The area comprises single storey cottages and 
villas dating to the Late 19th and early 20th

Century, which have consistent scale and 
architectural style of the period.

•New development is anticipated only to replace 
the occasional later infill development, that is 
not consistent with the prevailing historic 
character.

• Run down and or unsympathetically altered 
cottages and villas are anticipated to be 
retained and restored, rather than be 
demolished.

CEILING/EAVES HEIGHT

•Ceiling heights should match the adjacent and 
prevailing ceiling historic ceiling heights, 
typically 3.67m (12 foot) with 4+m eaves height.

•Californian bungalows are slightly lower (10 
foot)

•Areas of small cottages like Parkside and
Eastwood have 11foot (3.3 metre) ceilings 
therefore some finer grain differentiation is 
needed.
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Suggested Policies that would be appropriate and 
effective in Historic Area Overlays

ROOF FORMS

•Roof pitches are typically 30-38 degrees with 
300 eaves.

•Low pitched hipped roofs with large eaves to 
the street frontage are not appropriate.

GARAGING

•Garaging does not historically feature as part of 
the street presentation. Garaging is typically 
single driveway width.

•Double width, side by side, garaging is not 
generally appropriate.

•Double width garaging should be located to the 
rear of the driveway.
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Suggested Policies that would be appropriate and 
effective in Historic Area Overlays

FRONT FENCING

•Historic front fencing is typically low, 
900mm-1.2m in areas of smaller cottages, 
1.0-1.4m in areas of larger villas. The low 
front fencing should return to the front 
setback to maintain oblique views of the 
historic dwellings. 

•New front fencing for historic dwellings 
should be in keeping with the period of the 
house. 

•Front fencing for new dwellings should 
match the prevailing low height. High front 
fencing, whether transparent or not is 
inappropriate.
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Prong 2: Character Area statements to be updated

➢Notwithstanding that Character areas should generally be replaced with Historic Areas or 
Overlays, the provisions are generally too vague, and lack the necessary prescription to ensure 
good and consistent planning outcomes. 

➢Character areas should all become Historic Areas. Demolition should only be allowed where there 
is approval for a replacement development in any area.

➢It could not be asserted that requiring approval for demolition across the state would result in any 
less building activity, as perhaps was the argument to remove demolition from the definition of 
development in the Planning Code.

➢One should have to seek approval for demolition as part of the DA for the replacement 
development.
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DO 1 

Valued streetscape characteristics and development patterns are reinforced through 

contextually responsive development, design and adaptive reuse that responds to 

the attributes expressed in the Character Area Statement. 

 



Staged Approvals whereby demolition and site preparation is taken as the First Stage is also 
problematic. 

First Stages must entail actual construction and expenditure on the replacement 
development, not just clearing the site or a temporary car park.

FLINDERS STREET, ADELAIDE SAME SITE NOW AT GRADE CAR PARK
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Prong 3: Tougher demolition controls are required

•Demolition is not just problematic in Historic Areas or, 
currently zoned character areas. Vacant sites are 
typically an eye-sore and make any area, whether 
historic, character, or otherwise, appear abandoned.

•Demolition Controls, whilst wanting to be dispensed with 
by those in the development sector, for the sake of 
convenience or side-stepping potential calls to retain 
unlisted historic buildings, serve an important function.

•Within the City of Adelaide there was a principle:

Former P10, then P203 required that required that no 
building shall be demolished until Development Approval (ie
Planning & Building Consent) for the replacement 
development is approved

•Demolition Controls could ideally be extended beyond 
having all permissions in place to undertake the 
replacement development.
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Prong 3: Tougher demolition controls are required

BANK SA BUILDING, CITY APPROVED FOR DEMOLITION ON MERIT
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Representative Item in Edwin Terrace, Gilberton

DEMOLISHED DESPITE BEING 
UNALTERED AND IN GOOD CONDITION

IT WAS ARGUED BY DASH THAT THERE 
WERE MORE IMPRESSIVE 
‘REPRESENTATIVE ITEMS’ IN THE 
STREET.
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Hutt Street
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Demolition occurring today to allow for 
Blackfriars school development
12 HIGHBURY ST, PROSPECT: AN HISTORIC 
AREA AND YET DEMOLISHED
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The Govt has no metrics for Demolition!

➢Without the legal requirement to seek at least Building Rules 
Consent for demolition, Councils and Government have no 
metrics as to the number, or nature of building demolitions that 
are occurring in South Australia and the resultant landfill or lost 
embodied energy.
➢97% of buildings in Adelaide can be demolished with no 
approval required from any authority.
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Use accurate mapping to be more transparent and assessable 
for places of significance within the planning system

This 1880’s stone cottage in Gray Street, Norwood in an Historic Area Overlay was marketed as 
vacant land and purchased on the basis that it could be demolished as it was not mapped or 
otherwise identified as a Representative Item.
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➢It is imperative that buildings that 
are sought to be protected from 
demolition are clearly identified, 
for the benefit of potential 
purchasers, both developers and 
home buyers, and the community, 
who all need surety.

➢Support local councils to list & 
map their Contributory Items 
particularly so that they show up 
as buildings that cannot be 
demolished on Real Estate Form 1 
documents.



The current demolition controls are being regularly exploited,  
particularly the provision pertaining to structural condition
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26 MAYFAIR STREET, MAYLANDS



Aviemore gone forever!

An important Contributory 
Item linked to our State’s 
heritage is now lost forever.  

Few bungalows are beyond 
being able to be restored 
consistent with their original 
appearance therefore PO 
2,1(a) should rarely, if ever 
apply.
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State Heritage must not be demolished, 
even by State authorities
POLICE BARRACKS, THEBARTON VICTOR HARBOUR CAUSEWAY
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Local Heritage must not be demolished
SEAWALL LOCAL HERITAGE APPROVED BY 
SCAP FOR DEMOLITION ON MERIT

97 BROUGHAM PLACE LOCAL HERITAGE 
APPROVED FOR DEMOLITION BY SCAP
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Contributory Items must not be 
demolished
SMITH AVIATION BROTHERS HOME, 
AVIEMORE, STEPHENS TERRACE, GILBERTON
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Tree Canopy
If the minimum circumference of 
significant and regulated trees were 
reduced, the current practice of 
completely clearing residential blocks 
in established areas as a matter of 
course would hopefully cease as a lot 
more trees would be ‘required’ to be 
retained or at least permission 
sought for their removal.

Minimising DA Planner’s workload is 
not an appropriate reason for setting 
tree legislation, ie to minimise the 
number of applications for tree 
removal.

A 2m circumference, whilst would 
theoretically increase the number of 
DA’s for tree removal, would 
hopefully change the mindset of infill 
development where a block is almost 
invariably completely cleared.
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Tree canopy must be retained and 
increased

OLDER SUBURB OF HOLDEN HILL, 
ALMOST ENTIRELY CLEARED OF OLD 
TREE CANOPY BECAUSE OF NEW BUILD

•The tree legislation is 
having no material effect 
in saving trees in a 
suburban context, where 
sites are typically 
completely cleared as a 
matter of course, and 
demolition contractors 
charge additional money 
to partially clear a block.

80 LYONS RD: ALMOST 
LAST REMAINING BLOCK 
HAS NOW BEEN 
COMPLETELY CLEARED OF 
70 YEARS OF TREE 
CANOPY 
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More trees per block required

A SEA OF ROOVES WITH BARELY A TREE IN 
SIGHT

THE PROVISION FOR ONLY ONE TREE 
TO BE PLANTED PER DWELLING IN A 
MASTER PLANNED/GREENFIELD 
DEVELOPMENT IS INADEQUATE.

•A tree should be required to be planted in 
the front AND the rear in order to achieve a 
reasonable tree canopy on greenfield 
sites. The current sea of roofs in new 
subdivisions is testimony to the current 
trend. 

•New house footings need to be designed 
to allow for the planting of new trees within 
a domestic block context.
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Introduce species-based 
tree protections 

▪This could be added as a criteria, however a tree 
ought only satisfy one of the criteria.

▪Presently the species-based exemptions is 
undermining the tree legislation which is 
ostensibly only affording protection to eucalypt 
trees and not European exotic species worthy of 
protection.
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Remove distance 
from development

The distance provision of removing a 
protected tree (excluding Agonis 
flexuosa (Willow Myrtle) or Eucalyptus 
(any tree of the genus) if it is within ten 
(10) metres of a dwelling or swimming 
pool should be removed altogether as 
the current 10m rule is effectively 
undermining the current tree legislation, 
as few trees in suburban allotments are 
more than 10m from existing structures 
or swimming pools.
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THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT 
OUR FINDINGS TO YOU.


